What does the CM do on a Tunnel Job?

You probably have a pretty good idea what the designer does on a tunnel project, and you know that the contractor excavates the tunnel and completes the work. But what about the CM? In this session you’ll hear the story of one construction manager’s involvement with three exciting tunnel projects over the past 10 years, including the Brightwater Conveyance project near Seattle, the DC Clean Rivers Project in the District of Columbia, and currently the SR99 Alaskan Way Viaduct Replacement in Seattle. Along the way you’ll also gain a better understanding of “who does what” on these projects, hear why the speaker is an outspoken supporter of what Elon Musk is doing, and identify additional areas where you may be able to help move the industry forward.
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James Wonneberg, PE, CCM

Nearly everything James does revolves around a singular goal of helping project teams communicate more effectively. By day, he works with multi-disciplinary teams to deliver large-diameter tunnel projects, and on nights and weekends he runs a software startup called GraphicSchedule.com. James received a B.S. in Civil Engineering from University of Illinois at Chicago, is a licensed professional engineer, and certified construction manager. He lives in Tacoma, WA with his wife and two young kids, who never miss a good TBM breakthrough.